
 

 

 

 

 

Declaration of Independence Bingo Clues 

 

 

Make your own Bingo cards here: http://myfreebingocards.com/bingo-

card-generator 
 

Words   Clues 

 

Life   The Declaration of Independence said that all men had the right 

   to _____, liberty and the pursuit of happiness 

 

Declare  This word means “to make known or state clearly” 

 

Truths   One famous line from the Declaration of Independence states 

   “We hold these _____ to be self-evident…” Opposite of false is 

   ____ 

 

Rights   That which is due to any citizen.  These were stated  

   in the Bill of ______ Opposite of wrong is ____ 

 

People Our Constitution begins “We the _____” 

 

Powers This word means “political or national strength” Our Patriot 

heroes had great _____ 

 

Colonies There were 13 of these, now known as states, and shown on the 

American Flag as red and white stripes 

 

Americans If you are a United States citizen, then you can also call 

yourself an _______ 

 

Independence _____ Hall is where the Second Continental Congress adopted 

the Declaration of Independence. The Liberty Bell’s first home 

was in the lowest chamber of the original wooden steeple 

 

Risks   To take a chance, could be considered a _________ 

 

Liberty   The Declaration of Independence said that all men had the right 

   to life, ______ and the pursuit of happiness 

 

Revolution An overthrow of the government. The war that was fought to 

gain our independence from England was called the American 

___________ 

 



Flag   Symbol of a nation.  The colors of the United States’ are red,

   white and blue 

 

Freedom   When we gained our independence, we also gained our  

   _______ 

 

Jefferson This man was the primary author of the Declaration of 

Independence. He was the third president of the United States. 

His home was called Monticello and is located in 

Charlottesville, Virginia. 

 

Congress The governing body, part of the legislative branch of our 

government that ratified the Declaration of Independence.  It is 

made up of the House of Representatives and the Senate. 

 

British   The Declaration of Independence listed grievances against the 

   ______ government  

 

Government  The form of rule over members of a society 

 

Protection This means “preservation from injury or harm” Our Armed 

Forces provide us with ____  from foreign enemies 

 

1776   On July 4 of this year the Declaration of Independence was  

   adopted 

 

Nation A large body of people in the same area; when we separated 

from Great Britain we formed our own one of these This group 

is identified when you say the Pledge of Allegiance “ and to the 

Republic for which it stands, one _____under God, indivisible, 

with liberty and justice for all” 

 

Thirteen The number of American colonies that were represented in the 

Declaration of Independence. 

 

USA The country created by the 13 colonies that fought for 

independence against England United States of America 

 

Happiness  The Declaration of Independence said that all men had the right 

   to life, liberty and the pursuit of ________ 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 


